Abnormal B cell memory subsets dominate HIV-specific responses in infected individuals
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Recently, several neutralizing anti-HIV antibodies have been isolated from memory B cells of HIV-infected individuals. Despite extensive evidence of B cell dysfunction in HIV disease, little is known about the cells from which these rare HIV-specific antibodies originate. Accordingly, we used HIV envelope gp140 and CD4 or coreceptor (CoR) binding site (bs) mutant probes to evaluate HIV-specific responses in peripheral blood B cells of HIV-infected individuals at various stages of infection. In contrast to non-HIV responses, HIV-specific responses against gp140 were enriched within abnormal B cells, namely activated and exhausted memory subsets, which are largely absent in the blood of untreated individuals. Responses against the CoRs, which is a poorly neutralizing epitope, arose early, whereas those against the well-characterized neutralizing epitope CD4bs were delayed and infrequent. Enrichment of the HIV-specific response within resting memory B cells, the predominant subset in uninfected individuals, did occur in certain infected individuals who maintained low levels of plasma viremia and immune activation with or without antiretroviral therapy. The distribution of HIV-specific responses among memory B cell subsets was corroborated by transcriptional analyses. Taken together, our findings provide valuable insight into virus-specific B cell responses in HIV infection and demonstrate that memory B cell abnormalities may contribute to the ineffectiveness of the antibody response in infected individuals.

Introduction

A small number of human anti-HIV antibodies with modest neutralizing activity were identified prior to 2009, after which and in rapid succession, several broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs) with potent activity were isolated from prescreened HIV-infected individuals (1–6). The methods used to screen and produce these novel bNAbs incorporated advances in HIV envelope protein engineering and a variety of technologies, including high-throughput screening of serum designed to measure HIV-neutralizing antibody activities (7–11). The cumulative data from these analyses also revealed that while the antibody response against HIV arises within weeks of acquisition of infection, these early antibodies are largely non-neutralizing and unlikely to contribute to the control of HIV replication (12). Furthermore, only after several years of HIV infection do a limited percentage, in the range of 10% to 30%, of untreated individuals develop serologic activities that are broadly neutralizing (9, 13). However, as responses broaden, whether from a single or a combination of bNAb specificities, they are nonetheless ineffective at clearing or controlling the virus in infected individuals from which they are isolated (14).

Functional HIV envelope spikes are sparsely distributed over the surface of the virion, and each is composed of a trimer of noncovalently associated surface glycoprotein gp120 and transmembrane protein gp41 molecules (9, 11). This complex interacts with its primary receptor (CD4) and subsequently with a chemokine coreceptor (CoR) expressed on the surface of target cells. Both CD4 and CoR binding sites (bs) of gp120 are highly conserved and immunogenic, with immunogenicity being especially true of the latter site. All bNAbs that have been isolated thus far target the HIV envelope spike and have been classified into 4 categories that reflect sites targeted by the bNAbs; these include the CD4bs, the membrane proximal external region of gp41, as well as glycan-dependent sites in V1/ V2 loops and the V3 loop of gp120 (7, 9, 11). The bNAbs directed against the CD4bs, all of which were generated with HIV envelope probes used to identify and sort HIV-specific B cells (3, 15), have been shown to be highly potent and possess similar features (3–5, 14, 16). However, such CD4bs bNAbs are thought to develop infrequently and only after several years of infection (9). In contrast, antibodies directed against the CoRs emerge relatively early, yet few of these antibodies demonstrate neutralizing activity against HIV, likely at least in part because access to the CoRs is restricted (17–20). Many of the recently isolated antibodies directed against the CD4bs have high levels of somatic mutation (3–5), a property that likely reflects prolonged affinity maturation of B cell clones. While neutralizing antibodies have been extensively studied, and several hypotheses have been put forth to explain why bNAbs are not readily produced in infected individuals, very little is known regarding the nature of the B cells from which HIV-specific...
antibodies originate (7, 9–11). Although HIV does not productively infect B cells, numerous phenotypic and functional abnormalities of B cells have been described in HIV disease (21, 22). The indirect and persistent effects of ongoing HIV replication have been associated with aberrant B cell activation, increased B cell exhaustion, as well as deficiencies in the development of normal B cell memory (21). Whereas resting memory B cells represent the predominant memory subset in healthy individuals, their frequencies are reduced in almost all stages of HIV disease, regardless of treatment status (21, 22). In untreated HIV-viremic individuals, tissue-like and activated memory B cells are the predominant memory subsets, the former being associated with HIV-induced cellular exhaustion and the latter, apoptosis (21). In addition, there is evidence that HIV directly interacts with B cells through non-specific mechanisms, such as binding of immune-complexed virions to the complement receptor CD21 or HIV envelope-mediated binding either to C-type lectin receptors or to nonconventional antigen-binding regions of surface Ig (23–26). Such nonspecific interactions may contribute to B cell hyperactivation, although these effects are thought to be largely polyclonal and not directed against HIV itself (27, 28). Nonetheless, an accurate assessment of the B cell receptor-mediated (BCR-mediated) response against HIV is needed in order to better understand the evolution of the HIV-specific antibody response after infection and why this response is so ineffective in infected individuals.

In the present study, we characterized HIV-specific memory B cell responses in infected individuals by direct methods using various HIV envelope probes designed to measure the total response as well as responses directed against the CD4bs or CoRbs of the envelope. Our results demonstrate that the majority of gp140-specific responses, including those against the conserved CD4bs, are found within abnormal B cell subsets, namely activated and exhausted memory B cells that are largely absent in the blood of HIV-negative individuals. These responses are highest during the early stage of HIV infection, significantly decreased following the initiation of antiretroviral therapy (ART), and most importantly, enriched in normal resting memory B cells when HIV viremia and immune activation are controlled either naturally or as a result of ART. These findings have potentially important implications in understanding the pathophysiologic mechanisms responsible for the defective antibody responses against HIV and the inability to readily produce bNAbs.

Results
HIV-specific B cell responses in early and chronically HIV-infected individuals.

We used a trimerized, biotinylated, and fluoresceinated form of the WT HIV envelope gp140 from the primary B-clade isolate YU2 (henceforth referred to as gp140-WT probe) to identify HIV-specific B cells by flow cytometry. Analyses were restricted to B cells that expressed IgG in order to maximize BCR-binding measurements and minimize low-affinity non-BCR binding of the HIV envelope to B cells that can occur via various cell surface receptors, including several lectins and integrins (24, 26, 29). As shown by the representative profile in Figure 1A and consistent with published observations (15, 30), a low yet clearly discernible frequency of IgG+ B cells also bound gp140, although patterns and levels were similar for both HIV-infected and uninfected individuals bound the gp140-WT probe with high affinity. The diagonal patterns observed when gp140-WT and anti-IgG binding were displayed together suggested that these events represented IgG-containing BCRs that were specific, albeit of varying affinities, to the HIV envelope (Figure 1A). Low frequencies of IgG-B cells also bound gp140, although patterns and levels were similar for both HIV-infected and uninfected individuals (Figure 1A). In order to determine the relative proportion of B cell binding to the gp140-WT probe that represented binding to CD4bs versus CoRbs, we performed mutational studies that allowed segregation of binding to these individual epitopes. In this regard, containing of the gp140-WT probe with gp140 trimers containing a single-point mutation in the CD4bs or CoRbs yielded diagonal patterns in the upper-right quadrants that represented common
binding between gp140-WT and each mutated probe, as well as events in the upper-left quadrants that represented site-specific binding of 0.27% and 0.43% for gp140-CD4bs and gp140-CoRbs, respectively for the HIV-infected individual (Figure 1B). Binding of mutant probes to IgG+ B cells of HIV-uninfected individuals was at background levels (Figure 1B). Of note, the HIV specificity of these probes was demonstrated by ELISA (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI74351DS1) and by single-cell sorting, in which the vast majority of antibodies isolated from IgG+ B cells using these probes were determined to be HIV specific (refs. 31, 32, and unpublished data). Collectively, these observations indicate that fluoresceinated gp140-WT trimer probes and mutant derivatives can be used in combination with anti-IgG to evaluate frequencies of HIV-specific IgG+ B cells circulating in the peripheral blood of HIV-infected individuals.

We then used the 3 probes to measure frequencies of HIV-specific IgG+ B cells at early or chronic phases of HIV infection in the peripheral blood of individuals who remained untreated (viremic) or who initiated ART during either of these 2 phases (aviremic). As shown in Figure 2A for cross-sectional analyses, we detected IgG+ B cells specific to gp140-WT early after infection, and the median frequency of HIV-specific B cells in the early viremic group was significantly higher than that of the chronically viremic group. These differences extended to corresponding early or chronic stage of infection. Longitudinal FACS analysis of gp140-WT binding to B cells of (B) HIV-infected individuals before and after reduction of viremia by ART and (C) HIV-viremic untreated individuals at early and later chronic phases of infection. Median time after initiation of ART was 18 months.

Figure 2
Frequencies of HIV-specific B cells in early and chronic HIV infection. (A) Cross-sectional FACS analysis of B cells from individuals at early and chronic phases of infection stained with gp140 probes. Top panels include untreated viremic individuals, and bottom panels include individuals who began ART during their early or chronic phase of infection and were aviremic at the time of analysis. Horizontal bars show median values, and P values below graphs represent comparisons between viremic and aviremic individuals for a corresponding early or chronic stage of infection. Longitudinal FACS analysis of gp140-WT binding to B cells of (B) HIV-infected individuals before and after reduction of viremia by ART and (C) HIV-viremic untreated individuals at early and later chronic phases of infection. Median time after initiation of ART was 18 months.
Second, and related to the latter observation, we observed no significant difference in the frequencies of gp140-CD4bs-specific B cells between the early and chronic viremic groups (Figure 2A). These data are consistent with findings demonstrating that neutralizing antibodies directed against the CD4bs of the HIV envelope take long periods of time (often several years) to emerge (33). Collectively, these observations indicate that HIV-specific B cells arise early after infection and are blunted by ART-mediated reduction of HIV viremia or by the presence of chronic viremia itself; however, they are very poorly directed against at least 1 of the recognized broadly neutralizing epitopes on the HIV envelope, i.e., CD4bs.

**HIV-specific responses among memory B cell subsets.** We and others have previously shown that several subsets of antigen-experienced B cells, including IgG-switched B cells, can be identified in the peripheral blood, some of which do not express the classic marker of memory CD27 and several of which become over- or underexpressed in various disease settings, including HIV infection (21, 22). Accordingly, we sought to determine the distribution of HIV-specific B cells among various phenotypic and functional B cell subsets. Thus, mature IgG-expressing B cells were divided into 4 subsets based on expression of CD27 and CD21: 2 subsets that constituted the majority of B cells in healthy donors, namely CD21hi-CD27– naive and CD21hi-CD27+ resting memory B cells, as well as 2 subsets abnormally overrepresented in HIV-viremic individuals (34), namely CD21hi-CD27– tissue-like and CD21hi-CD27+ activated memory B cells (subset distribution shown in Supplemental Figure 2A). Of note, IgG-expressing B cells within the naive subset are often referred to as CD27– memory B cells (35). However, a different term was needed for clarity, given that tissue-like memory B cells also lack expression of CD27. As such, we chose the term “intermediate memory” for IgG-expressing CD21hi-CD27– B cells, reflecting that these B cells have class switched, but may have undergone limited affinity maturation (36). The contribution of each subset to the HIV-specific B cell response with regard to total response (gp140+), CD4bs specificity (gp140-CD4bs+), and CoRbs (gp140-CoRbs+) was then evaluated for the HIV-viremic individuals shown in Figure 2. Of note, while the frequencies of mature B cell subsets were clearly different, as previously reported (ref. 34 and Supplemental Figure 2A), among the 3 major memory B cell subsets in this cohort, the frequencies of IgG+ B cells were not significantly different (Supplemental Figure 2B). However, as shown by the representative plots in Figure 3A, the predominant binding to the gp140-WT probe was contained within the activated memory B cell subset (50.9%), followed by resting (31.2%) and tissue-like memory (16.1%) B cells, and finally, the smallest proportion was within intermediate memory B cells (1.82%). We observed a similar distribution from group analyses (Figure 3B); differences in binding to the gp140-WT probe between the subsets were significant, either by determining the proportional contribution of each subset to the binding (Figure 3) or the frequencies of binding within each subset (Supplemental Figure 2C). The subset distribution for the binding of IgG+ B cells to gp140 was also distinct from that of the total IgG+ B cells (Supplemental Figure 2D). When we examined binding to gp140-CD4bs by subset, it was found to be similar between activated and resting memory subsets and significantly higher in these 2 subsets when compared with binding in the other 2 subsets (Figure 3C). In contrast, responses against the CoRbs were similar in subset distribution to responses against gp140-WT in that they were predominantly by the activated memory subset (Figure 3, C and B). Finally, “other” responses, representing binding to the remaining non-CD4bs and non-CoRbs among B cells that bound gp140-WT, were concentrated in resting and activated memory subsets, with a very low frequency in tissue-like memory B cells. In this regard, the proportion of tissue-like memory B cells that responded to the CD4bs was significantly increased when compared with that of the 2 other responses (P < 0.0001 for both CoRbs and “other”).

**Immune and virologic correlates of HIV-specific B cell responses.** The pie charts shown in Figure 3 demonstrate that over 50% of the responses against gp140-WT and specific bs within the envelope were contained within subsets that are abnormal and are over-represented in HIV-viremic individuals, namely activated and tissue-like memory B cells (34). However, the data also revealed that there was a wide range of responses within in each subset, suggesting individual variability. Numerous studies have shown that HIV disease progression is associated with deficiencies within the resting memory B cell compartment, both in terms of a reduction in numbers or frequencies of this subset as well as in defects in its functional attributes (reviewed in refs. 21, 22). In light of these observations, we determined whether the level of HIV viremia or various T cell subset parameters influenced the proportion of HIV-specific B cells contained within the resting memory B cell subset compared with the proportion of these cells in other examined subsets in untreated viremic individuals. As shown in Figure 4A, there were strong inverse correlations between the fraction of the gp140-WT–specific response contained within the resting memory B cell subset and both HIV plasma viremia and one of the most widely reported predictors of disease progression (37), namely, the frequency of CD8+ T cells that express the activation marker CD38. However, there was no significant correlation between HIV-specific resting memory responses and CD8+ T cell counts or percentages (Figure 4A). Finally, we evaluated the effect of reducing HIV plasma viremia by ART on the frequency (Figure 4B) and distribution (Figure 4C) of the HIV-specific response among B cell subsets for the longitudinal group shown in Figure 2B. ART-mediated reductions in HIV plasma viremia led to significant reductions in the frequencies of the HIV-specific response among tissue-like and activated, but not resting, memory B cells (Figure 4B). However, related to the reductions in the frequencies of HIV-specific responses among tissue-like and activated memory B cells, we observed significant relative increases and decreases in the fraction of the HIV-specific response contained within the resting and activated memory B cell subsets, respectively (Figure 4C). Of note, the frequencies of CD8+ T cells expressing CD38 were also significantly reduced following ART (data not shown). Collectively, these observations indicate that the majority of the HIV-specific response is contained within the abnormal memory B cell subsets in most HIV-viremic individuals, whereas control of viremia, either naturally or due to effective ART, results in a relative enrichment of HIV-specific responses in resting memory B cells, a situation similar to that of antigen-specific responses seen in normal, HIV-uninfected individuals.

**Distinct profiles for HIV-specific B cells.** Flow cytometry–based probes have recently been developed or optimized to evaluate memory B cells specific to antigens of common vaccines, including influenza (38) and tetanus (39). We took advantage of these highly specific probes to compare IgG+ B cell reactivities against HIV and non-HIV antigens among 12 HIV-viremic individuals selected on the basis of their immunization histories (see details in Methods). As shown by the representative plots in Figure 5A, binding to each of the 3 antigen
probes was mutually exclusive when gates were set on high-intensity events, indicative of specificity; in cumulative analyses, frequencies of B cells binding gp140 were significantly higher compared with those binding influenza and tetanus (Figure 5B). Furthermore, binding of the 3 probes among the B cell subsets was different (Figure 5C). In addition, there were differences in binding patterns within each subset (Supplemental Figure 2E). Notably, we observed significantly more binding of activated memory B cells to gp140 compared with either influenza or tetanus, whereas there was significantly more binding of resting memory B cells to tetanus compared with that seen with the other 2 probes (Figure 5C). There were also differences within subsets that were distinct for each antigen. Binding to gp140, but not to influenza and tetanus, was significantly increased within the activated compared with the resting memory B cells, whereas the latter subset contained significantly increased frequencies of binding to gp140 and tetanus, but not to influenza when compared with the binding frequencies seen in tissue-like memory B cells (Supplemental Figure 2E). Collectively, these findings indicate that B cell responses against HIV (gp140) are clearly distinct from those against non-HIV antigens (influenza and tetanus).

**Transcriptional profiles of HIV-specific B cells.** The recent development and use of probes to characterize HIV-specific B cell responses by flow cytometry has provided new opportunities for investigating humoral immunity, although there are potential limitations, especially when subsets are involved, given the more subjective nature of these new phenotype-based analyses compared with the more conventional functional assays. Accordingly, we performed transcriptional analysis of HIV-specific B cells as a means of corroborating and extending the observations that HIV-specific responses are enriched within abnormal B cell subsets and that these responses are associated with and influenced by virologic and immunologic parameters. Given cell number limitations, we chose a high-sensitivity, low-density array approach to investigate transcriptional profiles of HIV-specific B cells. The array consisted of 29 genes representing several gene categories (Table 1) that were selected for their high likelihood of being differentially expressed in CD21**+** (resting) versus CD21**+** (tissue-like and activated) memory B cells. As shown in Table 1, the likelihood of being differentially expressed was estimated based on our preliminary data (microarray and single-gene RT-PCR data not shown) and several
previous studies, in which CD21lo B cells or their exhausted T cell counterparts were shown to be distinct from other subsets by transcriptional and/or phenotypic analyses (40–45). When tested on memory B cell subsets isolated from the peripheral blood of chronically infected HIV-viremic individuals, the observed and predicted direction of change between CD21hi and CD21lo memory B cells was concordant for 26 of the 29 genes, although only 18 achieved statistical significance (Figure 6 and Table 1; false discovery rate [FDR] <10%). Among these 18 genes, 13 had lower expression in the resting memory B cells compared with that in the other 2 subsets, consistent with the findings of the studies used to design our panel of 29 genes (Table 1 and refs. 40–45). Conversely, and again consistent with these studies, the expression of the remaining 5 genes was higher in the resting memory B cells than in the other 2 subsets. Furthermore, hierarchical clustering analyses of the gene expression profiles showed robust separation among subsets, with tissue-like memory B cell profiles clustering together and distinct from those of resting memory B cells and activated memory B cells, with the latter 2 displaying more intermediate and less distinct clustering (Figure 6).

Finally, we evaluated whether the transcriptional profiles of HIV-specific B cells with distinct phenotypic and HIV disease properties were associated with the subset-specific profiles shown in Figure 6. Accordingly, gp140-specific IgG+ B cells were sorted from individuals with either a strong or weak pro-resting memory profile, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, and their transcriptional profiles were compared with each other and in association with the subset profiles. We found that the expression of 14 of 29 genes was significantly different (Figure 6 and Supplemental Table 1) and that 10 of these 14 genes were among the 18 genes differentially expressed in the resting memory B cell subset; an additional 4 are known to be associated with virus-induced lymphocyte exhaustion and/or CD21hi B cells (43–45). Among these 14 genes are homing receptors, receptors with known or putative immunoregulatory roles, as well as proteins associated with lymphocyte signaling and immune responses (Figure 6 and Supplemental Table 1). Collectively, the transcriptional profiling confirmed and extended the observation that the distribution of HIV-specific response among the normal (resting) and abnormal (tissue-like and activated) memory B cells correlates with virologic and immunologic properties of HIV disease.

Discussion

In the present study, we have demonstrated that the HIV-specific B cell response as measured in the peripheral blood of infected untreated individuals is concentrated within abnormal B cell subsets, namely activated and tissue-like or exhausted memory B cells that are largely absent in healthy uninfected individuals. HIV-specific B cell responses were also clearly distinct from responses against the non-HIV antigens influenza and tetanus, the latter of which was comparatively enriched within the resting memory B cell subset. However, we also found that resting memory B cells, which are abundant in healthy uninfected individuals and depleted in HIV disease (21, 22, 46), accounted for a relatively greater proportion of the HIV-specific response in infected individuals who maintained low plasma viremia and low immune activation either naturally or as a result of the initiation of ART. Furthermore, the response against the highly immunogenic yet generally poorly neutralizing site, CoRbs, was strongest in early HIV infection, contrasting with a less rapid response against the less immunogenic yet more neutralizing site, CD4bs. This latter finding is consistent with reports that when broadly neutralizing antibody responses against the CD4bs arise, they do so only after years of infection (33).
It is also noteworthy that the CD4bs is the target of many of the recently isolated potent bNAbs, including VRC01 and NIH45-46 (3, 4), yet in the majority of untreated HIV-viremic individuals in the present study, almost 60% of this response is contained within abnormal B cell subsets, either activated or exhausted.

Until recently, the only way to measure memory B cell responses against HIV was by inducing terminal differentiation in vitro with a polyclonal stimulus, followed by detection of HIV-specific antibodies or antibody-secreting cells by ELISA or ELISPOT, respectively (44, 47, 48). This approach required that HIV-specific B cells not only survive the in vitro culture period but also respond to the stimulation by undergoing terminal differentiation. There is good reason to believe that memory B cells of HIV-infected viremic individuals may be defective in these ex vivo processes, given their increased propensity to undergo apoptosis compared with memory B cells from HIV-uninfected and HIV-aviremic individuals (49–52).

The recent development of trimeric HIV envelope probes that can be combined with probes that bind non-HIV antigens such as influenza and tetanus, our findings indicated clear distinctions between HIV and non-HIV B cell responses and suggested that antigens of vaccines, such as tetanus, to which individuals were exposed prior to becoming HIV infected, may be better maintained in the resting memory B cell compartment compared with antigens of HIV and, to a certain extent, with those of influenza.

However, the technique of directly evaluating HIV-specific B cell responses by HIV envelope probes also presents certain challenges and limitations, the most important being the fact that the HIV envelope can bind to non-BCR elements expressed on the surface of B cells or to nonconventional sites of the BCR itself (24–26, 29). While such binding cannot be completely eliminated, non-BCR-mediated binding of the HIV envelope to B cells can be minimized by a combination of costaining for IgG that creates a diagonal pattern of staining and by using B cells from HIV-uninfected individuals to determine where to set the gate between negative and likely
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It is also noteworthy that the CD4bs is the target of many of the recently isolated potent bNAbs, including VRC01 and NIH45-46 (3, 4), yet in the majority of untreated HIV-viremic individuals in the present study, almost 60% of this response is contained within abnormal B cell subsets, either activated or exhausted.

Until recently, the only way to measure memory B cell responses against HIV was by inducing terminal differentiation in vitro with a polyclonal stimulus, followed by detection of HIV-specific antibodies or antibody-secreting cells by ELISA or ELISPOT, respectively (44, 47, 48). This approach required that HIV-specific B cells not only survive the in vitro culture period but also respond to the stimulation by undergoing terminal differentiation. There is good reason to believe that memory B cells of HIV-infected viremic individuals may be defective in these ex vivo processes, given their increased propensity to undergo apoptosis compared with memory B cells from HIV-uninfected and HIV-aviremic individuals (49–52).

The recent development of trimeric HIV envelope probes that can measure directly HIV-specific B cells (15), without in vitro manipulation, represents a major advancement for studying humoral immunity against the virus. Such probes were critical to the success of many recent strategies aimed at identifying and isolating HIV envelope–specific human mAbs with highly potent and broad neutralizing activity against the virus (3–5, 16). In the present study, gp140 probes and their derivatives were also critical in demonstrating that the majority of the HIV envelope–specific response was contained within activated memory B cells, a subset shown previously to be highly prone to apoptosis in vitro and thus likely to have been undercounted by previous methods of analysis involving in vitro stimulation (34, 44, 48). Furthermore, the HIV probes can be combined with probes that bind non-HIV antigens such as influenza and tetanus. Our findings indicated clear distinctions between HIV and non-HIV B cell responses and suggested that antigens of vaccines, such as tetanus, to which individuals were exposed prior to becoming HIV infected, may be better maintained in the resting memory B cell compartment compared with antigens of HIV and, to a certain extent, with those of influenza.

However, the technique of directly evaluating HIV-specific B cell responses by HIV envelope probes also presents certain challenges and limitations, the most important being the fact that the HIV envelope can bind to non-BCR elements expressed on the surface of B cells or to nonconventional sites of the BCR itself (24–26, 29). While such binding cannot be completely eliminated, non-BCR-mediated binding of the HIV envelope to B cells can be minimized by a combination of costaining for IgG that creates a diagonal pattern of staining and by using B cells from HIV-uninfected individuals to determine where to set the gate between negative and likely
positive BCR-mediated staining. However, this strategy excludes HIV-specific B cells that have IgA- or IgM-based BCRs, the latter of which are enriched in tissue-like memory B cells (44, 53). Furthermore, IgG BCRs that recognize HIV envelope with low affinity, which are also likely to be more prevalent in the tissue-like memory B cell subset based on evidence of lower levels of somatic hypermutation compared with other memory B cell subsets (data not shown), would also be excluded from probe-based analyses.

Evaluation of antigen-specific memory B cell responses that is based exclusively on flow cytometry is also prone to more subjectivity than the more conventional functional analyses, especially when multiple fluorochromes are used to investigate subsets and sub specialties of antigen recognition. With regard to subset-based analyses, transcriptional profiling can both help identify distinct properties of the subsets involved and corroborate and extend observations made from phenotypic analyses. In this regard, we designed a 29-gene panel and used a low-density array approach to show distinctions between the 3 major IgG-expressing memory B cell subsets that circulate in the peripheral blood of HIV-viremic individuals and also to corroborate the flow-based observation that the HIV-specific B cell response of individuals with low viremia and low immune activation was primarily driven and maintained by resting memory B cells. We found that HIV-specific B cells with a predominantly resting memory phenotype have a transcriptional profile that is similar to that of the entire resting memory B cell subset, consistent with the expectation that HIV-specific B cells with a higher resting memory B cell frequency would be enriched for resting memory-specific genes. These included a relatively low expression of genes with potential negative immunoregulatory receptor-mediated (SIGLEC6, CD72, CD84, FCRL4, LILRB1, FCGR2B, and LILRB2) or signaling/transcriptional (BCL11B, HCK, FYN, SOX5, and FGR) effects (40, 42–45). Conversely, we found that higher HIV plasma viremia and immune activation, as reflected by increased frequencies of CD38-expressing CD8+ T cells, were associated with an HIV-specific B cell response that was dominated by activated and tissue-like memory B cells. Given that activated memory B cells are highly prone to apoptosis (reviewed in ref. 21) and that tissue-like memory B cells are associated with exhaustion, including low proliferative capacity in vitro and in vivo (44), the observation that the HIV-specific response is enriched in these compartments in a majority of HIV-infected untreated individuals may help explain the inadequacy of the HIV-specific antibody response widely observed in these individuals. The observation that the contribution of the abnormal subset of activated memory B cells to the HIV-specific response was significantly diminished following ART, in contrast to that of the normal resting memory counterpart, is also consistent with the notion that the activated memory B cell subset is an unstable compartment that can only be maintained with active viral replication.

In summary, we used various probes in combination with markers that identify the major subsets of memory B cells circulating in the peripheral blood of HIV-infected individuals to assess the HIV and non-HIV-specific B cell responses in HIV disease. Higher levels of HIV viremia and immune activation were associated with HIV-specific responses that were enriched within abnormal B cell subsets, namely activated memory B cells that are highly prone to apoptosis and tissue-like memory that is associated with exhaustion. Conversely, non-HIV responses and HIV-specific responses associated with low levels of HIV viremia and immune activation, which resulted either from ART or from natural control of viral replication, were enriched in normal resting memory B cells, the predominant memory B cell subset in uninfected individuals. Given our previous findings that both the frequency and functionality of resting memory B cells are better preserved in early-treated individuals (34), our current findings provide an additional potential immunological benefit in facilitating the normalization of HIV-specific B cell responses by anti-HIV therapy. Thus, this study provides a pathophysiologic mechanism to explain, at least in part, the poor HIV-specific antibody response, particularly against an important neutralizing epitope on the HIV enve-
lope, i.e., the CD4bs, and provides an additional scientific rationale for the early treatment of HIV-infected individuals for the purpose of reconstituting the HIV-specific antibody response within the normal resting memory B cell subset.

Methods

Study subjects. Leukapheresis products were obtained from HIV-infected individuals. Four groups of HIV-infected individuals were studied: early-infected HIV-viremic individuals, defined as having been infected within 6 months and not receiving ART; chronically infected HIV-viremic individuals, defined as having been infected for at least 6 months and not receiving ART; early-infected HIV-aviremic individuals, defined as having initiated ART during the early phase of infection and maintaining a plasma viremia level of fewer than 50 copies of HIV RNA per milliliter for at least 3 months; and chronically infected HIV-aviremic individuals, defined as having initiated ART during the chronic phase of infection and maintaining a plasma viremia level of fewer than 50 copies of HIV RNA per milliliter for at least 3 months. HIV plasma viremia was measured by branched DNA assay (Bayer Diagnostics), with a lower limit of detection of 50 copies per milliliter. A subcohort of 13 chronically infected HIV-viremic individuals was selected for assessment of B cell responses to influenza and tetanus vaccination. Median post-vaccination times for assayed samples were 4 months for tetanus (range 1–30 months) and 3 months for influenza (range 1–10 months).

Phenotypic analyses and cell sorting. PBMCs were obtained by density-gradient centrifugation and used fresh except for the samples for post-vaccination assays in which cryopreserved PBMCs were used. Mature (CD10–) B cells were isolated from PBMCs by negative magnetic bead–based selection using a B cell enrichment cocktail (composed of antibodies against CD2, CD3, CD14, CD16, CD36, CD42b, CD56, CD66b, CD123, and glycophorin A) that was supplemented with tetrameric anti-CD10 mAb (STEMCELL Technologies). Purities were typically greater than 95%, and CD4-expressing cells were a negligible impurity that did not contribute to gp140 binding (Supplemental Figure 3). Phenotypic analyses were performed using the following mAbs: FITC-conjugated anti-human CD21 (Beckman Coulter); PerCP-Cy5.5– or
BV421-conjugated anti-human CD27, BV421-conjugated anti-CD4, and BV421- or BV510-conjugated anti-CD3 (BioLegend); and APC–H7–conjugated CD20 and PE–Cy7–conjugated anti-human IgG (BD Biosciences). HIV-specific memory B cells were identified using 3 trimeric HIV envelope gp140 probes: gp140-WT; a mutant gp140 probe with a single-point mutation in the CD4 binding region (D368R); and a mutant gp140 probe with a single-point mutation in the CoR binding region (I420R). All 3 probes contain a site-specific biotinylation motif Avi tag at the C terminus and can be fluorescently labeled and used in flow cytometric analyses and cell sorting. Expression of these gp140 probes was performed as described previously (54). HIV-gp140-WT was conjugated with streptavidin-APC (Invitrogen), gp140-CD4bs mutant was conjugated with streptavidin-PE (Invitrogen), and gp140-CoRbs mutant was conjugated with streptavidin-Qdot 525 (Invitrogen). CD4bs- or CoRbs-specific memory B cells were selected based on high-level recognition of gp140-WT glycoprotein and low-level recognition of the gp140-CD4bs mutant or CoRbs mutant as described previously (15, 20, 31, 55). Tetanus toxoid C-fragment and negative control CD80 tetramers were conjugated with streptavidin-PE (Invitrogen) or PerCP-Cy5.5 (BioLegend) as described previously (39). Only B cells that bound to the tetanus probe at a frequency that was 4-fold above that of binding to CD80 were included in the data set. Two PE-conjugated H1 influenza probes were used as previously described (38), one from H1 strain NC-99 for samples collected prior to the 2009-2010 season and one from CA-09 for samples collected during or after the 2009-2010 season. FACS analyses were performed on a FACS Canto II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences), with data analyses performed using FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc.). B cell subsets and HIV-specific B cells were sorted on a FACSAria instrument (BD Biosciences).

**Low-density array.** For transcriptional analyses of B cell subsets and HIV-specific B cells, a low-density array approach was used. The array consisted of 29 genes that were chosen from several different categories (Table 1). Total RNA was isolated from sorted B cell subsets and HIV-specific B cells using the RNeasy micro kit with on-column DNase digestion (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer specifications. cDNA was synthesized, then preamplified with a pool of primers and probes (Taqman Gene Expression Assay) for the genes in Table 1 and analyzed by quantitative real-time PCR using the Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR system. Data were normalized to the housekeeping genes POLR1IA and GAPDH by a comparative Ct method. The Ct values from a given sample were converted to ΔCt values by subtracting the Cts from the number of PCR cycles (n = 45). To normalize across samples, the mean value of the housekeeping genes POLR1IA and GAPDH was subtracted from the Ct values within each sample. Differential expression analysis of resting memory B cells versus the other 2 subsets, namely tissue-like memory B cells and activated memory B cells, was performed using a 2-sample Wilcoxon test. To correct for multiple testing, FDRs were estimated using the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) method (56). A 10% FDR cutoff was used to define significant genes. Similarly, differential expression analysis for samples obtained from individuals with high and low resting memory B cell profiles for gp140 binding was performed using the same procedure. Hierarchical clustering and heatmap visualization of memory B cell subsets were performed using the heatmap.2 function of gplots package (57) in R. Bootstrap hierarchical clustering analysis with 10,000 bootstrap replications was performed on the microarray data using the pclust package (58) in R. The agglomerative method used in hierarchical clustering was “average,” and the distance measure used was “correlation.” A dendrogram with P values for each cluster from this analysis was then plotted (the “approximately unbiased” P values were in red, and the “bootstrap probability” were in green – see ref. 58 for details). K-means clustering (k = 1–10) followed by optimal cluster number assessment with silhouette widths (using the pamk function in the fpc package in R) were used to independently evaluate the robustness of clustering relationships (59). The low-density array data have been deposited in the NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO GSE56499).

**Additional statistical methods.** Statistical analyses were performed using Prism software, version 6.0 for Mac (GraphPad Software). Two-group comparisons were performed using the Mann-Whitney U test (Figure 2A), and the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used for longitudinal comparisons (Figure 2, B and C, and Figure 4C). Four-way subset analyses for pie charts were performed using the 1-way ANOVA test followed by pairwise comparisons with the paired t test; 3-way (antigen) or 4-way (subset) analyses of immunized individuals were performed by the Friedman test followed by pairwise comparisons with the Wilcoxon signed rank test, as previously described (44). Spearman’s rank method was used to test for correlation. A P value less than or equal to 0.05 was considered significant.

**Study approval.** The present study (protocol 02-I-0202) was reviewed and approved by the IRB of the NIAID, NIH. All subjects provided written informed consent for participation in the study.
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